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Presented by

TALISMAGICK
Magick for a Modern World

This book is the property of Talismagick. This book may not be reproduced
in part or whole without permission from the authors. This information is for
entertainment use and the authors take no responsibility for ill use of the
contents. Copyright 2007-2008.

Safety Warning
Keep all small magickal objects away from children to avoid the possibility
of accidental swallowing.
Never leave a candle burning unattended, or near any flammable objects
such as chemicals, curtains or papers.
Always use magick for good reasons, and not with the intention to harm
another person…The more good you do, the more you will receive in
return!
www.talismagick.com
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Magick And Witchcraft
White magick, black magick. Throughout the ages controversy has raged
about evil witches and good witches, bad spells and beneficial spells. Let's
start with the fact that there is no such thing as white or black magick.
Witchcraft isn't good or evil, it is only the intention behind the magick that is
dark or light. If you choose to use magick to better yourself, improve your
lifestyle or to bring good fortune to others, then your intentions are good. If
you wish to bring someone harm then it is your intention that is evil. In the
long run, those who use magick for beneficial purposes usually reap the
positive rewards. Those that stray into the dark side eventually lose out.

The Nature Of Magick
Humankind has been practicing magick and rituals for thousands of years.
Almost every race of people have their own style of witchcraft. You have
probably heard of the Druids, Merlin was a Druidic wizard. There are people
who practice voodoo, and those that follow the arts of ancient Egyptian
sorcerers. Regardless of the type of rituals used there are many similar
thoughts involved...Magick is the art of life, everything in the universe is
made of energy, and everything is connected. No matter how far away,
any object or person can be influenced by another's thoughts using the
power of witchcraft.
Magick is everywhere, energy is everywhere. Using rituals and ceremony
you can take these random forces and make them work to your own
benefit. Instead of accepting whatever fate has in store for you, take
charge and write your own destiny. The future is not set in stone- it is fluid,
and as such it can be influenced by people who know how- people who
understand that the universe is there for them to share and use. But be sure
to return some of your good fortune as you profit from magick. This is a way
of thanking the universe for its generosity, and avoiding greed. If you use
magick for greed it will eventually backfire on you.

www.talismagick.com
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Religion And Magick
Many of today's religions view witchcraft as evil, Satanic, or as a useless
relic of the past. What is interesting to note is that a great majority of these
religions are based on pagan rituals and beliefs. Christianity, Catholicism,
Greek Orthodox and many other belief systems were founded on ancient
ceremonies and rites.
Your church may tell you that to practice any kind of magick is to invite
Satan, Beelzebub or some other demonic nasty into your life, this is simply
not true. If you practice witchcraft with evil intent, then you are asking for
trouble. The spells contained in this book are for improving your life, not for
causing harm (maybe just a bit of mischief!).
Remember, love is a kind of magick. Jesus practiced very powerful magick
to raise the dead and heal the sick...is love evil? Is Jesus evil?... Of course
not! Use your magick for good and no harm will come to you. Magick's
power comes from the universe, some say God, whichever, all you have to
do 'is believe'.

www.talismagick.com
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Purification Rituals
Before you commence any ritual or ceremony it is extremely important that
you purify any equipment that you will be using. All your magickal
instruments, candles, paper, pens, salt and even this book may contain
negative energy from other persons or sources. This negative energy must
be removed from your equipment before you use it in the practice of
magick, failure to do so could cause your spells to become corrupted or
negatively influenced.
Follow the instructions below, first purifying a container of salt using the 'Salt
Cleansing Rite', and then use the 'Purification Ceremony' to consecrate the
remaining magickal implements.

Salt Cleansing Rite
Salt is an extremely powerful magickal product. It has been used for
thousands of years for purifying and protecting against evil. The salt you will
require for use in this book is common white table salt. When you have
cleansed your salt, remember to use it only for your mystical purposes.
Place the salt container (a jar or tin is preferable) on your altar, remove the
lid and look at the salt. Let yourself relax completely and while continuing
to look at the salt, imagine it glowing with a bright golden aura. Do this for
a couple of minutes and then say the following words clearly and out loud;
My Father Who Is In Heaven. Holy Is Your Name.
May Your Kingdom Come,
May You Will Be Done On Earth As It Is In Heaven.
Given Me This And All My Days The Things
I Require To Live My Life To The Full.
Purify This Salt And Allow Its Immense Power
To Work For Me, Bringing To Fulfillment My Desires.
So May It Be!
Meditate for a moment longer and then return the lid to the container. The
rite is now complete. Keep the salt with your other equipment and use
when required. This ritual needs to be performed only once for each new
container of salt that you purchase.

www.talismagick.com
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Purification Ceremony
Place your instruments on your altar. Light a plain white candle (unscented),
this represents purity, and recite the following ritual;
O Instruments, I Conjure Thee By The Power Of The Heavenly Host,
And By The Elements Of Fire, Wind, Earth And Rain, That Thou Shalt Be Clean
Of Foul Creatures And Obtain Every Virtue Unto Thyselves, And Work In All
Manners Directed From This Time On. By The Splendor Of The Planets And
The Divine Miracle Of Creation Mote It Be!
Sprinkle your instruments with the consecrated salt and cover them with a
piece of clean linen (do not use any other fabric). All your equipment is
now charged with positive energy and is ready to be used. If you add any
new products please repeat the ceremony for these items...you do not
want any outside, negative influences affecting your magick!

Additional Information
The term altar is used frequently throughout this book, an altar is any table,
box or flat surface that you choose to perform your rituals upon. Some
people use a wooden chest, you can practice your magick upon it and
then store your magickal apparatus inside. To increase the power of your
spells you can also use an altar cloth, preferably a good quality fabric such
as velvet or silk.

www.talismagick.com
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Extra Intimacy
Use to bring you and your loved one, even closer.
Light two (2) red candles, using a match. Place the candles close together
and put an empty bowl in front of them. Take an egg, lightly break the shell
with a knife and very gently pour the contents into the bowl. As you do this
say the following;
This Is Me
My Mind Is Gold
My Body Is Silver.
Do the same with the other egg and say;
This Is Him/Her
His/Her Mind Is Gold
His/Her Body Is Silver.
Stir the eggs gently with the knife, break the yolks and say;
Let Our Minds And Bodies Unite Even More,
Until One Is Two And Two One.
Keep repeating this until the eggs are an even mix. Go outside and pour
the eggs onto the soil (not concrete). Repeat this ritual every week.

Secret Love Affair
This is a rite used to keep an illicit affair secret from others.
Light a plain candle with a match. Write your name on a piece of paper.
Write your secret lover's name on another piece of paper. Place both
pieces in an envelope, with the names facing each other. Seal the
envelope and pass it through the candle flame without setting it alight.
Now put the envelope in front of you and say;
In Here Is Our Secret
Our Secret Will Stay In Here.
Nobody Will Discover It
Nobody Will Know It.
Those Who Find Out Will Forget Immediately
Those Who Know It Will Never Use It Against Us.
Repeat these words (not the candle part) every day after dark. If you forget
one day then you will no longer be safe.
www.talismagick.com
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Relationship Tester
Use this rite to determine if a relationship will be viable.
Light a red candle, using a match only. From a deck of cards choose a
picture card, this one will represent you. Now choose another picture to
represent your desired partner. Place the two picture cards about 25
centimeters apart, and put the two of hearts (this card symbolizes lovers) in
between. Now say;
This Is How We Are Now
Take the picture cards and place them face to face upon the two of
hearts. Recite the following;
This Is How We Shall Be
Let Time Tell If It Will Be
Let Us Be Closer All The Time
Until I Decide How It Will Be.
Practice this ritual everyday, within a matter of weeks you should become
closer and closer!

Gentle Ending
This ritual is used to gently end a relationship.
Light a white, unscented candle with a match. Take a deck of cards and
select one. This card will represent you. Now choose a card that represents
the other person. Take out the two of spades (this represents friendship).
Select the four of diamonds to represent and ending. Put the card that you
chose for the other person in front of you. Place the two of spades and the
four of diamonds on it, face up. Put the card representing you on top and
say;
Let There Be An Ending
Let There Remain Friendship
Let Us See That We Were Wrong
Without Blame And Without Hard Feelings
So It Will Be And So It Shall Be.
This ritual should be performed every day. Within a matter of weeks,
sometimes sooner the relationship should start to cool off. This rite is
particularly useful for when you wish to remain friends with the other person.
www.talismagick.com
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Making More Friends
Use this ceremony to attract new friends and keep old ones.
Light a gold or yellow candle on a Sunday. Visualize many people walking
towards you with, smiling and arms open. Take a moment to do this and
then say the following nine times;
Friends I Have,
Friends I Keep.
New Friends I Shall Have Too,
And To Me They Shall Be Kind And True.
This ritual should be performed for nine consecutive nights.

Overcoming Lust
Use this incantation to replace lust with love.
Beginning on a Monday, light a white candle (the color of purity) and say
the following words twice;
As The Flame Of Thy Purity Burns
So My Heart Is Burned.
Burned Of Evil,
Burned Of Corruption.
Sweet Is Thine Flame Of Innocence.
My Soul Is Enveloped In Thee;
To Drink Of Purity,
Of Goodness
So May My Life Always Be.

To Ease The Loss Of Love
To ease the pain of a lost love or broken relationship.
Light a pink candle and say the following words;
O Lady Divine,
Comfort Me At This Time.
Thou Who Art The Lovers Friend,
Comfort Me And Help Me,
So That I May Love
And Laugh Again.
Repeat this ritual for nine consecutive days. You can start this rite on any
day of the week!
www.talismagick.com
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Magick Love Doll
Used to attract a partner or make someone fall in love with you.
If you want a particular person to fall in love with you, use a doll to
represent him or her. It's best to make the doll yourself. Make it from natural
materials such as wax, wood, clay or straw, or sew a rag doll. You could
buy a ready made one, but it will not be as powerful as making your own.
You should obtain something belonging to the person that you are pursuing
(lock of hair, nail-clipping etc). This will add extra potency to the spell.
Make your doll on the first day of the new moon. While calling out the
name of your desired partner, scratch or write their name on the doll. For
writing, your blood is best, but you can use red ink with a drop of your blood
mixed in. Gently prick the doll where its heart would be with a thorn or pin,
as you do this recite these words;
As This Thorn Pierces Your Heart,
So Let It Be Pierced With Love For Me.
Or alternatively, wrap the doll in three different colored ribbons and say
these words as you do so;
Threads Bind, Body Entwine,
Heart Find Linked To Mine.
You can also make a doll out of bread and eat a piece of it each night,
saying the following;
As You Become A Part Of Me,
So Let Me Become A Part Of You!
Always stick to the same doll, and do it for fifteen minutes each night until
the moon is full. You can start again at the next new moon if you have no
results.
If the person doesn't react soon enough, light a red candle and slightly
singe the doll's feet whilst saying;
For You I Yearn, For Me You Burn.
This should get a quick response. If there is no reaction you may have
overdone it! When not casting a spell, keep your doll wrapped in a clean
cloth made of natural fibre. (No synthetic material may be used). Hide your
doll when not in use, in a safe place. If another person touches your doll it
may reduce its potency!
www.talismagick.com
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A Gift Of Love
Using gifts to attract your desired partner.
Gifts made by your own hand are very powerful, because they are full of
your spirit. If you knit, sew or crotchet an article for your loved one always
begin it during a new moon, and finish it at a full moon. Each time you start
or stop work, say;
As These Knots I Do Entwine, Let His Heart Be Linked With Mine.
Before giving him the gift, Keep it close to you for about a week, day and
night. If you can't wear it for a week, keep it under your pillow. Then give it to
him. It will be infused with your spirit and love for him!

Venus Love Ritual
Use this rite to re-kindle passion in your partner.
Burn some rose scented incense on Friday night (Friday is ruled by Venus,
Goddess of Love!). Light two red candles (red for passion and arousal),
then on two slips of paper, write the name of your lover, and add a drop of
red wine if you are a man or a drop of perfume if you are a woman. Place
one piece of paper under each candle.
Put yourself in a sensuous mood and visualize your lover standing alone in a
darkened void. As the image becomes clearer in your mind, picture a
bright red light beginning to surround him or her, gradually encircling their
entire body. After a couple of minutes, let the image slowly fade. Perform
this ritual for five (5) consecutive nights. Make sure you are alone with your
partner on the sixth night for the ceremony to take its full effect!

Pregnant Potion
Use when you are having difficulties becoming pregnant.
If you long for a child, try this simple method. Purchase a small bag of
sunflower seeds and one of pumpkin seeds.
At the new moon, eat five of each.
Continue eating each them each night until the full moon.
If you don't become pregnant before the next new moon, start the spell
again!

www.talismagick.com
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An Old Flame
A few simple candle rituals to increase love and passion.
The candles used in the rituals below need to burn for approximately 15
minutes. If you wish to strengthen the spells, let them burn longer. Always
remember to concentrate on your objectives while the candles are alight.
Take two pink candles, light them and place one on either side of your
bed during a full moon. Light them at midnight only and write your lover's
name on two pieces of paper, which you will put under the burning
candles. Continue to light the candles at midnight for three nights and your
desired partner's affection will be yours.
Burn a green and a red candle to prevent disloyalty in a relationship.
Light one green candle and one purple candle to restore domestic
harmony.
To break up a love affair, light one green and one black candle. This is a
powerful negative combination.
Burn a light blue candle every morning at sunrise for seven consecutive
days. This will protect you from evil influences and promote harmony in a
love relationship. Also helps to prevent quarrelling!

Stopping Infidelity
Use this rite to stop your lover being unfaithful.
The first step is to make a doll that represents the person in question.
You can use fabric, wood, clay or which ever material you choose. When
you have done this, write the person's name on a clean piece of
parchment paper and attach it to the back of the doll. Rub the entire doll
with musk oil and place it on a square of red satin. Sprinkle the doll with rice
powder and recite the following words;
With Powerful Lover Powders All Over Thee
Hurry, Hurry Come Back To Me!
Repeat this spell for three days. On the third day your lover should appear
before you.
www.talismagick.com
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Make A Stranger Introduce Himself
Use this ritual to compel a stranger to introduce him or herself!
On a Monday night during a full moon, gather a small light- colored
pebble from near a source of water (lake, river etc) and a gray stone from
alongside a country road. Write on a piece of parchment in rose colored
ink the following names of power;
Adarsel Verum Gnosta Adonai
Wrap the stones in the parchment and bury them a few inches away from
a young tree where the moonlight can reach. Leave the area without
looking back. Return seven days later for the stones, rebury the parchment
and leave it in the ground. Carry the stones with you and when you desire
the stranger to introduce him or herself, rap them together three times and
say the words of power (above) out loud, or in your mind! The stranger will
be compelled to greet you.

Arousing Sexual Passion
Use this rite to ignite your lover's passion.
Light a red candle late on a Tuesday night. Picture your lover full of passion
for you. Then repeat this spell nine times in a row;
Hot she/he Is.
Passion she/he Cannot Deny.
Hot Without Knowing The Reason Why.
This ritual should be performed for nine consecutive nights!

Lost Lover
Use this spell to bring back a straying man.
Pick three roses on December the 21st, in the evening.
Bury one under a yew tree, bury the second in the ground, and put the
third under your pillow.
Leave untouched for three days. This will cause your lover's dreams to be
haunted by images of you.
He will remain miserable until he returns to your side.

www.talismagick.com
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To Attract The Opposite Sex
Used for finding a partner of the opposite gender.
Light a gold (or yellow) candle on a Friday evening (the later the better).
Visualize him/her being unable to resist your charms. Do this for a few
moments and then say the words below six (6) times aloud;
Me You Can't Resist,
My Attraction Is Too Great.
For Me You Fall,
Captured By My Power And My Call.
If you are a man, perform this ritual just one time; if you are a woman you
have to repeat this ritual over nine consecutive nights (No sexism is
intended by this!).

Make Someone Contact You
Used to cause a person to contact you.
On Thursday evening, light a green candle and place a photo or picture of
the person you wish to hear from in front of the candle. Gaze into the flame
and say the following;
(Person's name)...Seek Me Out, Come To Me
In Voice Or Flesh
Hear This Call Of Heart And Mind
O Friend Of Mine
Let The Forces That Protect Me Go Forth And Make This Be
By Heaven And Earth, By Stone And Fire So Mote It Be!
You should hear from the person concerned in seven or more days after
the ceremony. This rite will work even better if you perform it for three
consecutive nights!

www.talismagick.com
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Ending Loneliness
Use this spell to end loneliness and attract friends.
For this ritual you will need a pack of playing cards. Take out the Ace of
hearts and all the jacks, kings and queens. Place the Ace of hearts in front
of you (this card represents you). Now place all the other cards in a circle
around the Ace of hearts. Visualize yourself in the middle, surrounded by
people. Say the following aloud in a clear voice;
I Am No Longer Lonely.
I Have Many Friends.
They Will All Come To Me.
And Enjoy My Company.
Amongst Them Will Be Many.
Who Can Easily Love Me.
I Will Have The Choice.
I Will Make The Right Choice.
Now concentrate for a few minutes on what you have been doing. You
must perform this ritual everyday. If you have been doing it correctly then
your loneliness can end in a few weeks.

Attracting A Lover
Used for attracting a sexual partner.
This spell is used to attract a much-desired lover. Stand erect in front of your
altar. Breathe slowly and deeply, relax and think about your objective. Now
using salt that you have purified, take the lid of the salt container and using
your imagination visualize the salt glowing with a bright golden light.
Continue to do this for five minutes, then using your left hand take the salt
and draw a stick man and a stick woman (similar to what a child would
draw) upon your altar. Do this just in front of your salt container.
Now visualize your drawing shining with a brilliant golden aura. Continue to
do this for five minutes, then using your left hand again, remove the salt
image and sprinkle the salt out an open window. While you do this say, the
following out loud;
Lover, Oh Dear Lover, Come To Me.
Keep repeating this phrase until all the salt has been sprinkled, then go and
sit quietly for a few moments and think about the lover of your dreams.
The ritual is now completed.
www.talismagick.com
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Making New Friends
Use the following to end loneliness and make new friends.
Cut thirteen (13) pieces of paper into strips roughly 5cm x 7.5cm. Draw a
heart on one of the pieces, this represents you. Draw a simple stick figure of
a person on each of the remaining pieces. Place the heart piece in the
center of a circle made up of the other pieces and visualize yourself in the
middle surrounded by people. Concentrate for a moment and then say
the following in a loud clear voice;
I Am No Longer Lonely.
I Have Many Friends.
They Will All Come To Me And Enjoy My Company.
Amongst Them Will Be Many.
Who Can Easily Love Me.
I Will Have The Choice.
I Will Make The Right Choice.
Concentrate a little longer on what you have been doing, and make
certain to repeat this ritual every day until you get results.

Binding Spell
Use this spell to bind another person to you.
Light a plain candle using only a match (no lighters, etc). Write your name
on a piece of paper and then write the name of the person you wish to
bind to you on another piece. Place the two pieces together with the
names facing each other and roll them up into one. Pass them through the
candle flame without setting them alight and recite the words below;
I (your name) Am Now With (others name),
We Shall Be Together Forever,
He/She Shall Love Me,
And Shall Be Bound To Me Forever,
It Will Be So And It Shall Be So.
Go and bury the pieces of paper outside. The person you chose should be
yours before the paper rots away.

www.talismagick.com
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To Get Yourself A Man
Use this simple ritual to get a man.
Take the peel of two lemons, wear them all day, one in each pocket. At
night rub the four legs of your bed with them. If successful the person you
desire should appear in your dreams and present you with two lemons.

Czechoslovakian Love Rite
Used to catch the girl/woman of your dreams.
This spell is used specifically for a man to attract a particular woman. It is a
simple but powerful ritual. Take five chestnuts, bind them together with a
single piece of string, making sure to knot the string three (3) times between
each chestnut.
As you tie each knot, repeat the following invocation;
I Make This Knot To Ensnare The Heart Of ....(say her name).
Let Her Neither Rest Nor Sleep Until She Turns To Me!
Say this loudly and with conviction, and then carry the string and chestnuts
around with you.

Ritual To Save A Marriage
Used for keeping your marriage or relationship strong.
Use this ritual to help save a failing marriage. Stand erect in front of your
altar, take a moment to consider your objective. When you are ready
remove the lid from your salt container and visualize the contents glowing
with a red aura. Continue to do this until you can see the salt glowing red in
your mind's eye. Now using your left hand, sprinkle a pinch of salt into the
palm of your right hand. Now sprinkle the salt back into your left hand,
continue to do this for five minutes keeping your marriage in mind. After
five minutes use your left hand to sprinkle the salt into the air just above
your head, while you do this read the following out loud;
With The Sure Power Of Salt Magic I, (say your name out loud)
Secure (then state your desire to save your marriage and strengthen your
relationship)
Now just sit and relax for a few moments and consider your marriage in a
positive frame of mind. The ritual is finished.
www.talismagick.com
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To Make Someone Love You
Use to make another person like you.
Place an egg in an anthill on November the 18th. Leave it there for one
week, then take it out. Whoever you touch it with will love you.

Love Powder
Use this organic potion to make someone love you.
To attract a person you desire, mix 30 grams of leeks, 30 grams of rose
petals and 30 grams of coriander seeds together. Mash these ingredients
into a fine powder and put them in a small, tightly closed box. Keep this
box on you at all times, and when an opportunity arises sprinkle a small
amount onto His or Her food.
Now be patient and wait for the results.

To Win Love And Friendship
Use this to attract someone you like.
Starting on a Friday, picture the person you wish to attract walking towards
you. See them smiling with open arms. Light a green candle and repeat
the following six times:
In Me You Find Love And Comfort.
In Me You Find A Sure Support.
This ritual should be performed for nine consecutive days or nights.

Attracting A Man
Use this simple technique to attract a man.
Give the man you wish to attract or marry a sprig of myrtle and he will soon
return your devotion.

www.talismagick.com
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Photograph Magic
Use to make a person fall in love with you.
During the new moon, place a photo of yourself on top of a photo of the
person you desire, sew them together with red cotton whilst saying ;
Face To Face, Heart To Heart.
Wrap the two photos in natural fibre cloth (Silk, Cotton etc) colored black or
red and hide them. Take them out each new moon and repeat the words
above three times. Keep doing this until you have achieved your goal.

Love Potion
Use this potion to cause someone to fall in love with you.
Take some chilled red wine, add a teaspoon of rosemary leaves, aniseed,
cloves honey and orange rind. Mix these ingredients in a small saucepan
with a pinch of ground cumin and three green leaves from rose geranium.
Bring to boil, and simmer while counting to one hundred. Remove to a
cool place until steam ceases to rise, then strain through a sieve and return
to heat. When a sweet smelling steam starts to rise pour into a cup and
give to the man/woman of your dreams. (You may add it to another drink!)

Cabalistic Love Ritual
Use to make somebody feel attracted to you.
This is another simple but effective rite. Take a piece of clean white linen,
inscribe on the linen in red ink a 10 centimeter square with the following
words written inside it;
Gnosta Verum Adoni
At sunset, bury the cloth at the foot of a tall oak or pine tree. Leave the site
of burial without looking back. The ritual is now complete.

www.talismagick.com
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Romantic Lover
Use when you are looking for a romantic lover of either sex.
Light a plain candle (you must use a match, nothing else) and then write
the following on a piece of parchment paper in red ink;
I Am A Romantic
I Need A Romantic Lover
There Is One For Me
Somewhere Not Far
He (She) Will Come To Me
Now At My Call
Without Any Delay
Now draw two intertwined hearts on the paper; fold the paper in half
length-wise and again in half length-wise. Burn the paper with the candle,
collect the ashes and go outside and blow the ashes into the air.
Concentrate for a few minutes on your goal. Perform this ritual every day
until the desired results occur.

Enemies Into Friends
Use this ritual to convert your enemies into friends.
Light a green candle and visualize your foe smiling with his/her arms open
to you in a gesture of friendship. Now say the following words six times;
I Forgive Thee For All.
And You Forgive Me For All.
Peace And Harmony Shall Be Our Friends.
And Friends We Shall Be To One Another.
Do this ritual for nine consecutive nights, beginning on a Friday.

www.talismagick.com
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Broken Friendship
Used for bringing friends back together.
As with the spell above you will start this rite on a Friday and continue it for
nine consecutive days or nights. Light a green candle and recite the words
below six times over;
O Princess Of Peace,
Reconcile This Friendship,
Fair Lady That Thou Art,
Please Intervene On My Behalf,
No Animosity Do I Harbor,
No Doubts Do I Posses,
All I Seek With (say the name of the person),
Are Peace, Harmony And Happiness.

Love Rituals
Use these spells to make someone fall in love with you.
With a sharp knife cut out two small hearts of linen or cotton. Place a pinch
of ground cinnamon wrapped in a freshly picked rose petal that has been
rubbed with spring onion. Put the ingredients between the hearts and sew
them together. Pin the finished product to the left side of your underwear.
Sprinkle salt around yourself, then write your own and your desired one's
name and birthdate on a small piece of plain paper, with your name
written last. Now draw a heart around the names. Light a red candle and
burn the paper until only ashes remain.
Squeeze the juice from a vervain plant and soak your hands in it. Touch the
man or woman you desire and he/she will be yours.
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Ending A Love Affair

Use this spell to break up a love affair or relationship.
Begin on the Saturday of a waning moon. Light a black candle and repeat
this incantation nine times;
The Moon Wanes
And This Love Affair Wanes.
It Is Doomed
To Darkness And Oblivion.
Last It Cannot
Die It Must.
Discord Is Amongst Them.
Filled Are They, With Distrust.
Faded Forever
In This Doomed Relationship.
It Will Be Gone Forever
Once It Quickly Slips.
Do not use this ritual for evil intent. It can be used to end a friend's
relationship if you feel this will benefit them.

End Of Love
This spell is to end a relationship at all cost.
Light two black candles using a separate match on each. Scratch M (me)
on one and H (him/her) on the other. Write your name on a piece of paper
in black ink, and the other person's name on a second piece of paper also
in black ink. Using the dripping wax, stick the names to the appropriate
candles. Place both candles close together and recite the following;
This Is How It Was
This Is How It Was Meant To Be.
Move the candles about thirty centimeters (one foot) apart and say;
This Is How It Is Now
This Is How It Will Be
This Is How It Should Be.
Burn each piece of paper in the flame of its own candle. Extinguish the
flames. Perform this rite every day using the same candles. The relationship
should start to fade before the candles are completely melted!
Please note...Be absolutely certain that you want to end the relationship.
Once this spell is complete you cannot bring back that person. Do not use
it in a fit of anger!
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A Happy Marriage
Used for maintaining a loving marriage.
Light a green candle on a Friday and say the following words six times;
For This Happy Marriage I Am Grateful. For This Harmony I Am Joyful.
Grant Us, Oh Maker Of Happy Unions, Greater Love In Full.
Remember to say these words aloud and with conviction. Repeat this rite
for nine consecutive days or nights.

Sinking Marriage
Use this ritual to help stop your marriage from falling apart.
Another ritual that begins on a Friday and should also be repeated for nine
consecutive days. Picture a circle of brilliant blue light around you and your
spouse, do this for a minute or two then say the following words six times;
O Goddess Of Harmony Hear My Supplications.
Intervene For Me, In This Situation.
Heal Our Marriage, Give Us Thine Blessing.
Look Kindly Upon Us.
And Give Us The Love That Was Previously Missing.

Get Your Man Back
Use this spell to bring your man back to you.
Push a needle through the wick of a red candle. Light the candle and
recite the following out loud;
Needle In The Flame,
Needle Of Fire Pierce His Thoughts,
Make Him Writhe And Agonize,
'till His Heart Turns Back To Me.

Get Your Lady Back
Use this spell to bring your lady back to you.
On a piece of gray cardboard 5cm x 2cm, write your rival's name. Fill a
plastic container with water and place in your freezer with the cardboard in
it. Then say the following six times;
Your Evil Intentions Shall Lie, Within This Ice Until They Die
www.talismagick.com
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Lover Come Back

More spells and secrets for getting your lover back.
To keep someone faithful, take a lock of their hair and rub it with ash and
honey. If they start to wander, repeat the spell.
To make a woman say she loves you, find a piece of black agate set in
silver. Wear this pendant for seven days and then give it to the woman of
your choice.
If your man has left you. Write your name and his on a piece of parchment
in red ink. Encircle the names three times and bury the parchment. Your
lover should soon return full of apologies.
If your man loses interest in you, write his name in red ink on a piece of
paper and hide it under the telephone. At the new moon, light a pink
candle when you think he is most likely to ring. Let the candle burn for half
an hour while you concentrate on his image. Do this for seven days.
Take a lock of hair from the person you desire. At the night of a new moon,
twist his/her hair together with a lock of your own and a red silk thread. Add
a drop of your blood to the hair to strengthen the spell. Tie the hair and
thread into a ring shape, if it is too short wrap it in a piece of red silk. Keep
this next to your skin until the person is yours.
Another way to make a man fall in love with you is to pick a blade of grass
from his garden. Leave before sunrise, put the grass in your mouth turn to
the east and say; Let the moon rising be my true love's guide. Then turn to
the west and say; And the moon setting, find him at my side.
To ensure your husband's love for seven years, hang a bunch of yarrow
(herb) over your bed. If there is no reaction from him, put a pinecone under
his side of the bed.
Want your man back? Say this incantation seven times, for seven nights, at
seven in the evening;
Hide In Darkness, Out Of Sight
Until The Next Moon's Seventh Night
Then Find The One That I Seek
As He Must Return Within A Week.
A simple seduction spell: On the night of the full moon, light a red candle
while thinking of your desired one, and say the following three times;
Light The Flame, Bright The Fire,
Red Is The Color Of Desire.
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Fertility Booster
Use this spell to increase your chances of pregnancy.
This ritual should be performed once on every full moon, only at night. Burn
a green candle (for fertility) and recite the following words twice;
O Glorious Mother Of The Night:
Give Me Your Motherhood
This Fair Night.
Tonight's Love I Dedicate
To Thine Majesty;
So That My Belly
Will Swell With The Certainty
That A Strong And Healthy Child
Will Be Born Unto Me.
You should make love with your husband or partner after finishing this ritual.

A Safer Pregnancy
This rite is recommended for creating a safer pregnancy.
Start this nine-day ritual on a Thursday. Burn a blue candle and write the
following spell in blue ink on a piece of white paper.
Blue Is The Color Of Protection,
Nine Is The Number Of Completion.
Safe Is The Treasure In My Womb.
Protected Is My Treasure,
Protected Am I; Safe Are We Both.
Now say the spell out loud nine times, and carry the piece of paper on
your person for the complete duration of the pregnancy.
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Astrological Sex Guide
The following list is a brief guide to finding your perfect sexual partner, using
astrology. You shouldn't take this information as gospel, as not every person
fits his or her star-sign characteristics exactly.
ARIES

A

Aries is a highly sexed sign, and because of this you have probably gotten
yourself into trouble more than once. There's nothing like a little variety. You
would be best choosing a Sagittarian for a lover, as you both have many
similar attitudes towards sex. Neither strives for permanence or lengthy
attachments. You both live for the moment only. Stay clear of Pisces as
they will try to tie you down forever!

TAURUS

B

Taurus, romantic and down to earth. Often a slow mover and
consequently, should avoid the fire signs, Aries, Leo and Sagittarius. Taurus
craves for a deeply satisfying love life and chooses a partner for the long
haul. You would do well with a Virgo, but should avoid Aries...you're just not
right for each other.

GEMINI

C

Being a twin sign makes you a complicated personality. On the one hand
you desire excitement and romance, and on the other, stability and
permanence. Geminis often conduct two love affairs simultaneously with
great success, and with two completely different personalities. Try an
Aquarian as a partner, they will keep you interested with their mystery. A
Taurean would probably bore you to death with their slow lovemaking.

CANCER

D

Your sex life is not of primary importance to you. You would worry more
about your partner's fidelity. Cancerians crave romance, and would find a
good match with the ever-reliable Taurus. Stay away from Gemini as they
like to play games when it comes to sex, and you find this uncomfortable.
You are a warm and sensitive person, and would make a nice,
dependable lover.
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LEO

E

You have a magnetic personality, which brings you many opportunities for
love. But you still only want the one person destined for you. An attractive
Libra would be perfect, as they are passionate but undemanding. Steer
clear of Virgos, they are too ready to criticize you...and Leos hate criticism.
You expect to be praised for your lovemaking, as everything you do is
always the best!
VIRGO

F

Easily aroused, Virgoans worry a lot about their love life. As a Virgo, you are
often very selective, there are not many partners that come up to your
standards. Your nature is somewhat insecure; so a Cancerian would make
an excellent choice for a lover, due to their secure nature. Leo's fiery
temper would not be suitable for you.

LIBRA

G

Another sign that is hard to please is Libra. Often intellectual and full of
moods, it is difficult to know what you want. A Leo can usually read your
moods and give you the required mental and physical satisfaction. Much
less emotional is Capricorn, who you have little in common with, so stay
away from them. Leo's bright sexual fire is what you need around you.

SCORPIO

H

Your life is full of sexual fantasies. As a powerful personality, you reflect this in
your sex life. Another Scorpio would be a great sexual partner for you,
although it would be a stormy relationship. Stay away from Libra as a lover,
they will ruin you mentally and would not understand your direct personality.

SAGITTARIUS

I

You like to play hide and seek; this applies to your sex life as well. If your
chosen partner does not understand your love for games, your relationship
will be short. A good match in this field is an Aries. Aries likes to play games
and enjoy life in a similar manner to you. The water sign Cancer would very
quickly put out your flirty fire, neither of you have much in common.
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CAPRICORN

J

Capricorns are hard to please, and are best suited to Pisces, who are also
discriminating people. As you both are sensitive and charming people, you
should be able to satisfy each other. The sign that will do absolutely nothing
for you is Aquarius; you would be completely incompatible as lovers.

AQUARIUS

K

You tend to shock some people with the way you flaunt your sexuality, even
though you are not always aware that you are doing this. You like explosive
love affairs and few people can resist you. Geminis make great partners for
your kind of love. But stay clear of Scorpio, it would be a huge disaster!

PISCES

L

The sentimental Pisces dreams of a perfect love, mental and physical. A
Capricorn would be as near to a perfect lover that you could get. You are
both sensual and imaginative in your lovemaking, and the romantic
atmosphere created by you would suit you both extremely well. A
Sagittarian lover would completely frustrate you, so avoid them at all costs.
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ZODIAC COLOURS
Aries: Scarlet
Taurus: Red/Orange
Gemini: Orange
Cancer: Amber
Leo: Yellow/Green
Virgo: Green/Yellow
Libra: Emerald
Scorpio: Green/Blue
Sagittarius: Blue
Capricorn: Indigo
Aquarius: Violet
Pisces: Crimson
Wearing the colors that are matched with your star-sign can help increase
your luck, confidence and general fortune. Other colors of note include;
Black, for harnessing the powers of the night.
Silver for inducing the power of the moon, a very strong occult influence.
Blue is often used for healing.
Red is used to stimulate the body...but don't use too much.
Orange restores willpower and activates good forces, use it in your
furnishings.
Yellow increases vitality, and is helpful in intellectual pursuits.
Green for peace and contact with nature.
Indigo is used in spiritual manners.
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The Talisman of Love & Lust
The Law of Attraction, Magick, Universal Power. Can they be used to
attract Love or Sexuality? Absolutely! If you use the right tools, and you
desire it enough, you can!!!
Some people use affirmations that they repeat over and over to attract a
partner, or to find a sexual relationship. This method usually leads to
failure, frustration and loneliness. Some people use money, clothing or
assets to attract a partner, this method works for a few, and not for all. A
select few use ancient magick and Symbolism, Spells and Rituals to do the
above, and many of them succeed! I am one of those people and I will show
you the ancient magickal symbols, that I used with success, and others are
now using to get great results too.
After almost 5 years of study and trial and error, I have created the ultimate
Love Talisman, a combination of two magickal seals (special symbols) that,
used together create awesome results. I wanted a charm that could be worn
to attract love or a relationship with less difficulty, either a romantic
relationship or one based on sexuality. (The users preference). One side
one, you have the 4th Seal of Venus from the Books of king Solomon, this
is used to attract a partner, attract love and relationships. On the second side
is the Sigil of lust, used to attract more of a sexual relationship and to
increase sexuality. The Talisman of Love & Lust is designed to be used for
the following;
Attract more love
Increase your love-life
Find a new partner
Increase your sexuality
Meet your soul-mate
Create a new relationship
Be noticed more by others
Increase confidence
Use Universal power
Make more friendships
Multiply your contacts
Feel more lovable
Rekindle your relationship
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For untold centuries a select few powerful men and women held
the secrets of ancient occult knowledge in their hands. These
Magicians, Sorcerers, Wizards and Witches would manipulate the
forces of nature and bend the laws of shadowy sciences to their
will.
It is said they could alter the weather, converse with and control
spirits, attract phenomenal wealth and riches, see your thoughts
and much more. Behind many archaic Kings and Rulers stood a
Master of the Dark Secrets - here was where the real power lay!
So it was in the past, for many eons. Now with the aid of modern
magick (technology) you can have access to the ancient Books,
dusty Tomes and unseen Grimoires. These mysterious documents
once only viewed by high ranking members of hidden cults and
secret groups can now be yours.
But I warn you reader.
You study these tomes at your own
peril. Within many you will find
frightful knowledge and soulthreatening ideas. Do you dare
enter the world of Dark Secrets?
How much is ancient occult
knowledge worth to you? All is not
black my friends, also within these
volumes you will find secrets of
power and old knowledge kept
secret and hidden from the
average citizen. Can you advance
your own powers of charisma,
prosperity and longevity using
these works? That will be for you to
find for yourselves.
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